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Machining & Processing

Sheet metal and canning

Pursuing safety and weight saving of machine safety cover

Yasunari Bankin Co., LTD.
Main Services
Sheet metal processing, canning

Main Clients
Manufacturers of blower, compressor, pump, agricultural equipment, 
and major home appliance

Main Products
Various machine safety covers

Company overview
Address / 3-91 Otashinmachi, Yao city, Osaka 581-0039
Tel / +81-72-949-1381     Fax / +81-72-949-7937 
Foundation / Mar 1950      Establishment / Jul 1981
Capital / JPY 10 million    Employees / 14

PP OOAK MIJ TP MP

Business outline
To the next phase by improving 
as a professional of safety cover
Yasunari Bankin Co., LTD. is one of the few companies which is 

Japan. They’re founded with architectural sheet metal in 1950, they shifted 
to be a professional of safety cover to improve manufacturing premise after 
witnessing many industrial accidents in factories during Japanese high 

growth of economy. They’re capturing market of various safety covers such 
blower, agricultural equipment, and home appliance with using technology 
maintaining strength and weight saving as their assets by their unique 
processing method. In recent years, they started enhancement of labors and 
facilities from the voice of their clients that “We want to entrust processing 
other than safety cover as well.” While the number of metal processing 
companies in Japan is decreasing. They’re trying to move to the next 
growing phase by getting out of “specialist” which is also their strength.

Japanese only   https://www.m-osaka.com/en/service/b2bsupport.html

The site with many young employees is filled with energy

Japanese only   https://www.m-osaka.com/en/service/b2bsupport.html

Yamakin Co., LTD. PP OOAK MIJ TP MP

Strength
Laser combined machine became their strength
Their strength is the latest metal working facilities. They installed 
laser combined machine which enable precision processing such 
cutting and drilling with one machine formed around the belief that 
“Great offers come by installing great machines.”. It’s expensive 
machine but they could achieve decreasing running cost from 
speeding up processing and labor saving by installing this machine 

drastically. Employees who process at the site is the elite unit but 
the director Shimamura talks “All of them have skill of designing by 
CAD to welding and other processing technology.”. This is the result 
from focusing on employees’ development to let them join workshop 
as company expense. One employee takes care one client including 
negotiation integrated. From the capability of receiving orders 
integrated from measurement to design and manufacturing just from 
image information from clients, and it leads to obtaining their trust.

Precision metal plating working, laser engraving etc.

Receiving orders of precision sheet metal working from various industries

Main Services
Precision sheet metal working, general metal works, laser engraving

Main Clients
Stadiums and house floor of institutions, 
manufacturers of electronic parts and finishing hardware

Main Products
Custom parts such video equipment, electronic machinery sheet metal parts etc.

Company overview
Address / 2-12-3 Togodori, Moriguchi city, Osaka 570-0041
Tel / +81-6-6998-3051      Fax / +81-6-6998-3052
Foundation / Feb 1986      Establishment / Jun 1990
Capital / JPY 10 million     Employees / 9

Their laser combined machine which can be said as cardiac region
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Parts & Materials
Machining & Processing

Machinery & Equipment
Chemicals & Resins

Packaging, Printing & Textiles
Life-related etc.
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